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            Dentist – Burke, VA

            Exceptional Dentistry with Extensive Experience

            Book An Appointment
        
    



    
        
            Why Choose Alpine Dental, Dr. Maryam Ashraghi

            You’re in
 Great Hands

        
        
            
                
                    Highly Educated Dentist
                

            
            
                
                    We See
 Dental Emergencies
 Right Away
                

            
            
                
                    Dentistry You’ll
 Barely Feel
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            Dr. Maryam Ashraghi

             Thanks to her years of experience and specialty training in emergency and
                
                    cosmetic dentistry
                
                , Dr. Ashraghi is able to deftly handle any situation you can imagine while making her nearby patients
                feel catered to in every way. A consistently positive and bubbly dentist in Burke, she’s able to
                practically glide from case to case and is always generous with her time, and she’s so gentle that
                many patients describe feeling practically nothing while in the chair.
            

            Meet Dr. Ashraghi
            View Our Smile Gallery
        
    




    
        Special Offers

    
    
        
            
                
                    
                        
                            $500
                        

                        Zoom Whitening

                        Book an Appointment
                    

                

            
        

        
            
                
                    
                        
                            $109
                        

                        New Patient
 Special

                        includes exam and x-rays and general cleaning
                        Book an Appointment
                        *for patients with out dental
 insurance
                    

                

            
        

        

        
        
            
                
                    
                        
                            FREE
                        

                        Invisalign
 Consultation

                        
                        Book an Appointment
                        
                    

                

            
        

        
            
                
                    
                        
                            FREE
                        

                        Smile Makeover
 Consultation

                        
                        Book an Appointment
                        
                    

                

            
        

    



    

    

    Fill the form and we will get in touch as soon as possible.

    
        
        
        
        Are you a...
New Patient
Existing Patient


        How Did You Hear About Us?
Search Engine
Family/Friend
Promotion
Social Media
Other


        
        
        
        
        
    

    


    
        
            Comprehensive Dental Services

            No Need to Go Anywhere Else

        

        
             From basic dental checkups and teeth cleanings to
                
                    emergency dentistry
                
                to dramatic smile makeovers and
                
                    dental implants
                
                , you can get it all done right here with our excellent team in your area.
            

            Explore Services
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            I Want to Enhance My Smile
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            I am In Pain & Need Help
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            I am Missing One or More Teeth
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            Explore Our Dental Office

            Come On In!

             Our cozy dental office near Fairfax Station is filled with technology like digital X-rays, intraoral
                cameras, a digital impression system, and even a CBCT scanner. This allows us to deliver your dental
                care with more efficiency and precision while always using a light touch.
            

            
                
                Tour the Office
            

        
    



    
        
            In-Network with Most PPOs

            We make it extremely easy for our patients to use their dental insurance. We’ll go over your benefits
                ahead of treatment and even handle the claims for you to maximize your savings.

            Learn More
        

        
        
            In-House Financing Available

            Can’t pay for everything right now? You don’t have to! With our financing options, you can break up your
                dental care costs into small installments designed to fit your budget.

            Learn More
        

    



    
        
            Dental Insurance Checker

            Curious if we take your dental insurance?

                Quickly discover with this easy form.

        
        
            
                
                    
                        

                        Search
                    

                
            
 
        

        
    



    
        

        Success!

        We're a preferred provider 
with your dental insurance!

        Your checkup and cleaning will be covered! Request an appointment to have a friendly member
            of our team get back to you with more information.

        Request Appointment
    

    


    
        We take your dental insurance!

        While we are not a preferred provider with your insurance, there is a 90% chance your checkup
            and cleaning will be covered! Request an appointment to have a friendly member of our team
            get back to you with more information.

        Request Appointment
    

    



    Request an Appointment

    
        
            
                
                    
                    
                    
                    Name
                
            

            
                
                    
                    
                    
                    Phone
                
            

            
                
                    
                    
                    
                    Email
                
            

            
                
                    
                    
                    
                    Your dental
                            insurance
                
            

            
                
                    
New Patient
Existing Patient


                    
                    
                    Are you
                            a...
                
            

            
                Preferred day(s) of the week
                
                     Monday 
                     Tuesday 
                     Wednesday 
                     Thursday 
                     Friday 
                    
                

            

        
        
            
                
                    
Phone
Text
Email


                    
                    
                    Preferred Method of
                            Communication
                
            

            
                
                    
Search Engine
Family/Friend
Promotion
Social Media
Other


                    How'd you hear about
                            us?
                    
                    
                
            

            
                
                    
Traditional Orthodontics
Carriere Distalizer
Clear Aligners
Retainers & Oral Appliances
Dentofacial Orthopedics
Orthodontic Cleft Lip/Cleft Palate
                            Treatment
Myofunctional Orthodontics
Orthodontic Emergencies
Other


                    I am interested
                            in…
                    
                    
                
                
            

            
                
                    
                    
                    
                    Do you have any
                            questions or comments?
                
        
    

    
    
    
    




    Smile Gallery
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            5-Star Reviews

            What Do Your Neighbors Think About Us?

            Read Reviews
            Write a Review
        
        
            
                
                    Out of all the dentists I have seen, Dr. Ashraghi is the best of the best..."

                    
                    
                        Hassan M.
                    
                

                
                    Dr. Ashraghi is committed to developing trusting relationships with her patients and providing
                        them with a gentle, comfortable and personalized approach to dentistry."

                    
                    
                        Ella K.
                    
                

                
                    Dr. Ashraghi is very patient and trustworthy with the latest technology, experience and skills. I
                        highly recommend Alpine Dental."

                    
                    
                        Eric P.
                    
                

            

            

        

    



    
        Frequently Asked Questions
    

    
        Naturally, our office welcomes calls from patients with questions. We’re happy to offer answers to your
        particular concerns! Still, perhaps you prefer personal research or lack the time to call. Luckily, we at Alpine
        Dental have you covered: below are some popular dentistry questions and their respective answers. If you read
        them, you’ll better grasp how our dental practice works. If you need other details, though, please visit
        us for
        
            a consultation
        
        .
    

    
         
    

    
        
            How Can I Make a Same-Day Appointment with a Dentist?
        

        
            If you need a same-day appointment, it’s best to
            
                call our office
            
            directly. Sending us an e-mail won’t lead to a timely response. Plus, a phone call lets our staff
            learn about your situation and offer ideal care. You’d be more likely to get top-notch treatment that
            way.
        

        
             
        

        
            Fortunately, most practices are equipped for such calls. Many maintain an extra operatory (i.e., exam room)
            for dental emergencies and same-day visit requests. After all, the goal of a same-day appointment is to
            assess you quickly, end your pain, and finalize a treatment plan. Making the right arrangements allows for
            fast and effective procedures.
        

        
             
        

        
            How Much Does a Dental Checkup & Cleaning Cost in Burke?
        

        
            Within the U.S., the average checkup and cleaning cost anywhere from $200 to $350. However, the price of
            your own will depend on various factors. These include geography, your specific dentist, and your unique
            dental health.
        

        
             
        

        
            For starters, note that this combined service has several elements. A standard checkup and cleaning will
            first learn a patient’s health history and concerns. Then, it’ll proceed with an oral exam, a
            professional cleaning, dental X-rays, and an oral cancer screening. Your care’s final price will
            reflect these included steps.
        

        
             
        

        
            Of course, you can expect cost reductions if you have dental insurance. With the right policy, you may only
            be charged an out-of-pocket co-pay. It’ll depend on how your dentist and insurance company negotiate.
        

        
             
        

        
            How Many Dentists Are in Burke?
        

        
            Given a rough estimate, there are about 20 to 22 dentists in the Burke area. They’re generally located
            in the section of Fairfax County that the Burke post office serves.
        

        
             
        

        
            Of these Burke dentists,
            
                Dr. Ashraghi
            
            of Alpine Dental is a top choice. She has twenty years of field experience and over 80+ 5-star ratings on
            Google Reviews. As such, her skills, training, and expertise are all high-quality. You can trust her for
            preventive, cosmetic, and restorative dentistry, as well as emergency dental care.
        

        
             
        

        
            How Much Does It Cost to Get a Tooth Pulled Without Insurance?
        

        
            Across U.S. markets, the average tooth extraction fee is between $150 and $400. As with checkups, though,
            the cost of your own will vary. Unique factors like geography, your dentist, and patient health will impact
            the final expense. Plus, extra fees may apply based on treatment complexity and if related procedures are
            needed.
        

        
             
        

        
            Thankfully, dental insurance will often cover tooth extractions. They’ll negotiate the final expense
            (including any co-pays) with the treating dentist. As a result, the right plan can give you a significant
            cost reduction.
        

    

    
         
    



    
        
            
                
            

        
        
            Conveniently Located Near You

            You’ll find our Burke dental office at 9255 Old Keene Mill Road, which is near Sydenstricker Road
                and St. Andrew’s Episcopal Church. Of course, we welcome patients outside of Burke as well,
                including those looking for a dentist near Newington. You’ll find us next to Rolling Valley West
                Park and less than five minutes east of the Fairfax County Parkway. Whether you’re coming in for a
                checkup or for
                
                    sleep apnea treatment
                
                , we can’t wait to meet you!
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                9255 Old Keene Mill Rd
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                        Monday8:00 am - 4:00 pm
                        

                        Tuesday8:00 am - 4:00 pm
                        

                        WednesdayClosed
                        

                        Thursday8:00 am - 4:00 pm
                        

                        Friday8:00 am - 4:00 pm
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